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The influence of attention on mathematical knowledge of teachers and
lecturers: A comparison
This paper reports on some findings from the project ‘Analysing the Transition from
Secondary to Tertiary Education in Mathematics’. One of key variables in the school to
university transition is the teacher/lecturer, and here we deal with data analysing
secondary teachers’ and tertiary lecturers’ responses to four mathematics questions.
Elsewhere we consider knowledge, preparedness and teaching style etc, but this paper
tracks the ability to use mathematical procedures. We hypothesise that this is a function
of what we pay attention to, as described in Mason’s discipline of noticing. The results
reveal that many teachers and lecturers fail to notice the necessary conditions for
problems that imply that procedures are not always applicable. Possible reasons for this
along with implications for student learning are discussed.
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1. Introduction and framework
The transition from school to university is coming under increased scrutiny in the light of
growing concerns about decreasing numbers of students opting to study mathematics at
university and beyond (e.g., the ICMI Pipeline Project), and their apparently decreasing
levels of competence [1]. While the increasing numbers and diversity of those attending
higher education institutions are an issue, a lack of essential technical facility, a decline in
analytical powers and a lack of appreciation of the place of proof in mathematics on the part
of undergraduates have been cited in the USA and UK [2,1]. The importance of this transition
period is also increasingly reflected in research papers and international forums (e.g. [3,4]).
One possible reason for such transition problems may be in the mathematical emphasis at
each level. A developing theory by Tall [4] suggests that mathematical thinking exists in
three ‘worlds’: an embodied world where we make use of physical attributes of concepts,
combined with our sensual experiences to build mental conceptions; a symbolic world where
the symbolic representations of concepts are acted upon, or manipulated; and the formal
world where properties of objects are formalized as axioms, and learning comprises the
building and proving of theorems by logical deduction from axioms. There is evidence that
school mathematics draws heavily on the symbolic world while in university the emphasis is
more on the formal world [5,6]. Thus both schoolteacher and lecturer may need to draw on,
and integrate, more than one kind of thinking. The scope and nature of the mathematical
knowledge needed for teaching has been a focus of research by Deborah Ball and her
colleagues, who have described in detail the concept of mathematical knowledge for teaching
[7,8], which extends Shulman’s pedagogical content knowledge, combining three kinds of
subject matter knowledge with three kinds of pedagogical knowledge. One use of this
knowledge for teaching is described as: ‘Teachers do not merely do problems while students
watch…They must choose useful models or examples. Doing these things requires additional
mathematical insight and understanding’ [7, p. 17]. One of the aspects of this paper is
devoted to the teacher’s and lecturer’s ability to choose suitable problems for calculus
students and the insight needed to do so. The other aspect of the paper deals with the
teacher’s and lecturer’s ability to pay attention to conditions of problems before applying a
certain rule or technique.
The theoretical framework of the paper is based on research by John Mason [9,10]. Mason
has proposed that when we look at mathematics the focus of our attention may vary
depending on whether we are looking at the symbols or looking through them. The idea is
that we need to structure our attention, to know what we are aware of, and Mason describes a
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number of elements that we may focus attention on, including: the whole, the details, the
relationships between the parts, the properties of the whole or the parts and deductions [9].
One way in which a teacher may focus student attention is by asking questions [10]. The style
of these questions, which will often be oral, but may include written questions, is crucial if
attention is to be focussed on what is to be learned. As Mason says “…the style and format of
the questions used by lecturers and tutors profoundly influence students’ conceptions of what
mathematics is about and how it is conducted. By looking at reasons for asking questions,
and becoming aware of different types of questions which mathematicians typically ask
themselves, we can enrich students’ experience of mathematics.” [10, p. 97]. However, in
spite of the best efforts of teacher or lecturer when they ask questions there can be a
mismatch of attention, caused by teacher and students attending to different things from
among: holistic ideas; details; relationships among details; properties of objects in general; or
deductions from object properties [9, p. 9]. Such a process involves aspects of knowing-about
that Mason and Spence [11] describe, namely knowing-that (factual), knowing-how
(techniques and skills), or knowing-why (ability to restructure actions). We are confident that
the vast majority of teachers and lecturers who teach calculus have excellent knowing-that
and knowing-how mathematics knowledge. Hence the question is whether this kind of
knowledge can structure attention in such a way that a procedural emphasis tends to develop,
thus obscuring detail it may be crucial to notice.
2. The study
This study is part of a much larger research project entitled ‘Analysing the Transition from
Secondary to Tertiary Education in Mathematics’, involving teachers, lecturers and students,
that employs questionnaires, interviews and observations. Questionnaires were sent to all 350
secondary schools in New Zealand to be completed by all teachers who teach calculus in
Years 12 or 13 (age 17-18 years) and to the 31 Tertiary Institutions (Polytechnics,
Universities and Institutes of Technology) in New Zealand to be completed by all the
lecturers who teach calculus or teach in courses with calculus components. The
questionnaires were posted, complete with a stamped addressed return envelope and potential
respondents were given three weeks to answer. After this a follow-up copy was sent by email
to remind the teachers and lecturers to reply. Using this approach we received a total of 178
teacher and 25 lecturer responses. Since there are no figures available on the total number of
calculus teachers in New Zealand schools, which vary in size from fewer than 30 students
(small country school) to 3000 (inner city), we can only estimate the response rate at about
30% of that population. The response rate is similar with regard to tertiary lecturers.
In this paper we present and analyse teachers’ and lecturers’ responses to four related
questions from the questionnaire. The first two questions were considered to be fairly routine
assessment questions while the others looked like routine assessment questions but require
solvers to notice that certain conditions need to be paid attention to before applying a
standard procedure, rule or technique. The instruction given to the teachers was as follows:
Please try the following questions and then comment on whether you think each of them is a
suitable assessment item for a Year 13 [age 18 years] calculus class. A similar instruction was
given to the lecturers:
Please try the following questions and then comment on whether you think each of
them is a suitable assessment item for a first-year degree calculus class.
The four questions were:
Question 1. If

a

1 (2x  1)dx  2 , find the possible values of a.
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Question 2. Sketch the graph of a function f(x) such that it is continuous on 0 ≤ x < 3
and 3 < x ≤ 5, f(3)=1, and f (x)  0 for 0 ≤ x ≤ 5, x ≠ 3. Does lim f (x) exist for your
x3

function?
Question 3. Find the derivative of the function y  ln(2 sin(3x)  4) .
1

Question 4. Find the integral

1

 x dx .
1

Questions 1 and 2 were just routine test questions and were given to ‘warm up’ the
participants. Question 3 looked like a routine question but had a difficulty because the
function given for differentiation has an empty domain and hence is not differentiable.
Question 4 might also look like a routine question to the teachers but it also had a potential
problem for them—the integrand function has an infinite discontinuity at the point x = 0 on
the interval [–1, 1] and for that reason the integral in Question 4 is not a definite integral but
an improper integral, which is beyond the school curriculum. For the lecturers Question 4
should have been just a routine test question on improper integrals. The main purpose was to
check whether the participants of the study would pay attention to the conditions of Questions
3 and 4 and solve them correctly or go to the ‘familiar’ procedures and apply them in the
situation where they were not applicable. Of course not all respondents attempted the
questions or provided comments on them. In case of teachers the non-responses were often
because the teacher had not taught Year 13 (age 18 years). Many respondents decided
whether the questions were suitable for assessment without providing solutions to them. It
was not possible to know whether they did any working, and if so whether it was correct.
Therefore we concentrated more on those participants who provided their solutions to the
four questions. Based solely on the school curriculum Questions 1, 2 and 3 are suitable to be
considered for assessment items for a Year 13 calculus class and Question 4 is not. Based
solely on the tertiary first-year degree calculus curriculum all four questions are probably
suitable for assessment consideration. Tables 1 and 2 below summarise the teachers’ and
lecturers’ responses to the four questions.
Table 1. A Summary of the Question Responses–Teachers.
Question

S

SC

SNC

NS

NSC

NSNC

Not
Sure

No
response

1
2
3
4

73
68
71
42

33
31
2
3

12
2
36
22

2
15
1
23

2
6
12
23

6
2
3
9

0
0
1
2

50
54
52
54

Table 2. A Summary of the Question Responses–Lecturers.
Question

S

SC

SNC

NS

NSC

NSNC

Not
Sure

No
response

1
2
3
4

14
16
15
9

7
4
1
0

4
0
7
5

0
2
0
3

0
2
1
3

0
0
1
3

0
0
0
0

0
1
0
2

4

Key: S=suitable for assessment no working; SC=suitable from correct working; SNC=suitable from incorrect
working; NS=not suitable no working; NSC=not suitable from correct working; NSNC=not suitable from
incorrect working.

2.1 Questions 1 and 2 results
Of the 128 teachers who responded to Question 1 92.2% thought it was a suitable assessment
question, and 53 attempted to solve it with 35 giving a correct answer and 18 an incorrect
one. Of these 18 some made calculation errors and some gave only the answer a = 2, obtained
‘by inspection’ in one case. However, interestingly, 11 paid attention to the limits and
rejected one of the solutions a = –1 on the grounds that it was negative. They all had the
opinion that if a definite integral is positive then the upper limit is greater than the lower
limit, and so, even though some had correctly calculated a as negative, they then proceeded to
reject it. It also appears that some found the actual concept of an integral

q

 p f (x)dx

where

p > q difficult to accept. In the case of the teachers whose responses and explanations are
shown in Figure 1, their mathematical belief has caused them to pay close attention to the
sign of the solution for a, and hence to reject –1 as a solution. In doing so some also rejected
the question as an assessment item, since it is ‘too confusing’, as the first teacher responds.

Figure 1. Responses of teachers to Question 1, rejecting one solution.
All 25 lecturers thought Question 1 was a suitable assessment question. Eleven
lecturers provided solutions to Question 1 with seven correct working and four with incorrect
working, rejecting –1 as a solution. Figure 2 below illustrates two incorrect lecturers’
solutions to Question 1.

5

Figure 2. Responses of lecturers to Question 1, rejecting one solution.
We did not plan to try and ‘catch out’ the participants in Question 1 and were a little
surprised to see that a number of the participants had a misconception about the definite
integral, wrongly rejecting –1 as a solution. Another unexpected result was that the
proportion of respondents who had that misconception was higher for the lecturers than for
the teachers: 4/11, or 36.4%, for the lecturers versus 11/53, or 20.8%, for the teachers.
One hundred twenty four teachers responded to Question 2 with 101 (81.5%) saying it
was a good assessment question and 23 that it was not. Those who said yes commented that it
‘requires some thought from students’, ‘tests students’ understanding of the concepts of
limits, continuity and differentiability’, and ‘it requires students to understand
discontinuities’, while those who answered no provided the comments like ‘no perfect
answer’, ‘open-ended’, ‘the concept of limits need not be this complicated’ and ‘attempting
to draw the graph could confuse students’. Out of 24 lecturers who responded to Question 2
20 lecturers (83.3%) said that it was a suitable question for assessment and four that it was
not. So the preferences for including Question 2 in an assessment were very similar for the
teachers and lecturers.
2.2 Questions 3 and 4 results
As mentioned above Questions 3 and 4 were the primary questions of interest in the study. Of
the 125 teachers who responded to Question 3 109 (87.2%) thought was a suitable assessment
question and 16 said it was not. Fifty three attempted to solve it with 14 giving a correct
answer and 39 an incorrect one. Knowing the domain of the log function, and the range of
the sine function should have been enough to solve it. Since calculus teachers can be
expected to know the domain of the log function and the range of the sine function the
question was not about their knowledge but about what they pay attention to, or notice. Yet,
even though this is knowledge they have most of the teachers who attempted a solution failed
to solve it (39/53 or 73.5%). The question is why? Question 3 had been deliberately set so
that it was important to check the domain of the function and notice that the function is not
defined because the argument of the log function is always negative. Hence the chain rule is
not applicable in this case and the derivative does not exist. This may make it an unsuitable
6

question in a primarily procedural assessment context. However, many teachers either
‘solved’ it using the standard technique, or wrote that the question was a ‘good’,
‘straightforward’, ‘easy’, or a ‘suitable’ question for assessment.

Figure 3. Two examples of incorrect teachers’ responses to Question 3.
In Figure 3 we see two examples of solutions that apply the procedure without paying
attention to the domain of the function, and one mentions that the question will ‘reinforce use
of the chain rule’. There is an implicit acceptance here that if the procedure ‘works’ and
produces an answer then everything is fine. In contrast we see in Figure 4 examples of two
teachers who, by paying attention to the domain, have noticed that there is a problem and
hence reject it as a suitable assessment item. In the first case the procedure has been applied
too, but in the second consideration of domain has been the first option.

Figure 4. Teachers’ responses to Question 3, showing recognition of the function domain.
Twenty five lecturers responded to Question 3 with 23 (92%) saying it was a good
assessment question (significantly more than the teachers, χ2 = 9.12) and two that it was not.
Ten attempted to solve it, while two (20%) gave a correct answer and eight (80%) an
incorrect one. So the proportion of incorrect solutions for Question 3 appeared slightly higher
(but not significant, χ2 = 0.18) for the lecturers than for the teachers: 80% for the lecturers
versus 73.5% for the teachers. We expected that the lecturers would be less ‘procedure’
oriented than the teachers, pay more attention to the properties of the functions involved , due
to a habit of checking the conditions of a rule or a theorem before applying it. However, this
was not the case for Question 3. Typical incorrect lecturers’ solutions are presented in
Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Three examples of incorrect lecturers’ responses to Question 3.
Question 4 was the trickiest question of the survey for both groups – the teachers and
lecturers. The integral in Question 4 is an improper integral (in this particular case it is
undefined) and this topic is outside the school curriculum. What we expected from the
teachers was a simple comment that the function y 

1
is not continuous on the interval
x

[–1, 1] (or not defined at the point x = 0) and therefore the integral is not a definite integral
and the Newton-Leibniz formula is not applicable. Again we may assume that while every
teacher who teaches calculus knows this, what we pay attention to can influence actions.
When there is a standard procedure that can be applied, does paying attention to this cause us
to fail to notice other important detail such as the fact that the function is discontinuous on
the interval and we come to an incorrect conclusion?
For Question 4, out of 122 teachers who responded 67 thought it was a suitable
assessment question and 55 that it was not. Fifty seven teachers attempted to solve
Question 4, with 26 (45.6%) noticing that the integrand function is not continuous on the
interval [–1, 1] and 31 (54.4%) incorrectly treating it as a definite integral. Those 31 teachers
1

‘solved’ it with a version of

1

1

 x dx  ln x 1  ln1  ln 1  0 0  0
1

(see the examples in

Figure 6). Some of these commented that the use of the absolute value would be a problem
for students.

Figure 6. Teachers’ responses to Question 4 showing misuse of a standard procedure.
Some of the teachers who noticed that the function y 

1
is not defined at x = 0 still
x

tried to solve the question. They often sketched the graph, and then used this to notice that the
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areas on [–1, 0] and [0, 1] were the ‘same’ because of the symmetry and wrongly concluded
that the integral is zero. Some typical remarks made by those adopting this stance were: ‘By
symmetry of areas intuitively the answer is zero’; ‘Zero is correct answer – use of symmetry
+ common sense gives answer as zero’. Basically they relied on intuition or a graphical
illustration to answer the question and in this case it failed. Some teachers recognised the
issue of continuity (see Figure 7), and a few of these made comments that showed a measure
of uncertainty or ambiguity in their conclusions: ‘An excellent question – there are two
answers – undefined or zero’; ‘Numerically gives 0 but undefined because of discontinuity’;
‘Comes to 0 this way but actually not defined since y 

1
is discontinuous at x = 0.’
x

Figure 7. Teachers’ responses to Question 4 showing attention paid to continuity or domain.
As for the lecturers, Question 4 should have been a routine question on improper integrals
which is often part of a first-year degree calculus course syllabus, and hence we were
surprised by some of their answers. Twenty three lecturers responded to Question 4, with 14
(60.9%) saying it was a suitable assessment question and 9 (39.1%) that it was not. Eleven
lecturers provided their solutions to Question 4 with three (27.3%) giving a correct solution
and eight (72.7%) an incorrect solution. The proportion of incorrect solutions provided by the
lecturers was quite alarming and unexpected. Both definite integrals and improper integrals
can be common examination questions on the integration topic of a first-year degree calculus
course and it is hard to imagine that a lecturer would confuse them. One possible explanation
is that some of the lecturers who provided incorrect solutions to Question 4 were teaching at a
polytechnic and improper integrals were excluded from their first-year calculus syllabus.
Another is that by paying attention to procedures and having a function with a well-known
antiderivative they failed to notice the interval contained x = 0. Figure 8 below illustrates
some lecturers’ responses to Question 4.
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Figure 8. Examples of incorrect lecturers’ responses to Question 4.
3. Conclusions and Recommendations
The analysis above does raise some issues. The results of the respondents’ answers to
Questions 3 and 4, which checked their ability to pay attention to the conditions and
properties of the mathematical objects involved, showed that both the teachers and lecturers
have room for improvement of their discipline of noticing. In Question 3 most of the teachers
(73.5%) and lecturers (80%) failed to notice that the domain of the function was an empty set
and provided incorrect solutions. In Question 4 the proportions of incorrect solutions were
54.4% for the teachers and 72.7% for the lecturers. Contrary to our expectations this study
indicates that the teachers who participated in the study tended to have a better discipline of
noticing than the lecturers, although we did not do a detailed statistical analysis of the
differences. When evaluating mathematical questions it is important to teach students to pay
attention globally and locally, consider conditions, properties and relationships, since all of
these aspects are as important to develop as mathematical techniques. It needs to be a natural
part of their mathematical culture. The ability to analyse carefully a mathematics question can
enhance students’ ability to analyse critically other situations outside mathematics. Along
with teaching students mathematical procedures, techniques and ‘tricks’ we should develop
their analytical thinking that can also benefit them outside of school or university. Noticing
and paying attention to every detail, structure their attention by looking at rather than looking
through as Mason [9] suggests is a big aspect of that ability. But to do that both
schoolteachers and tertiary lecturers need to have this ability themselves. What influences
what we pay attention to? What can help us to attend to important details, etc? Mason [9, p.
11] suggests that we need to be ‘developing strategies for directing or focusing attention in a
way which is pertinent to the learning’, especially towards recognition of properties and
reasoning with them. One such strategy is the use of carefully thought-out questions. In his
analysis of the teaching process, Schoenfeld [12] describes how teacher beliefs (latterly
orientations, including values, etc.) lead to setting goals and the use of appropriate knowledge
to guide actions, such as questioning, in pursuit of those goals. Someone who is primarily a
symbolic world thinker [4] with a belief that procedural skills are of primary importance may
be more likely to pay attention to issues that are relevant to procedures and tend to apply
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these without further thought, rather than considering properties. While other representations,
such as graphs, may help structure attention, it may be that emphasising procedures, intuition,
‘common sense’ or pictures can lead one to miss things it is important to notice, preventing
one appreciating the need to check conditions of the rule or theorem, verify properties of the
functions involved, or justify the use of a certain technique, etc. This seems to have been the
case for a number of our participants. This research suggests that explicit training in the
discipline of noticing could be a useful addition to professional development of both school
teachers and university lecturers, especially those in the beginning of their career.
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